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Play Activity Ideas , Goals and Learning Outcomes

1.
develop flexibility and coordination including hand–eye coordination.
Develop body awareness.
Crossing the midline .

aware of body in space.
develop movement to interpret the world they live in.
Sense of belonging through movement and engagement with others.

Treating others fairly and including them in play .
Recognising and appreciating their own ability to learn.
Using a range of strategies and skills to play and learn with others.

develop awareness of space, such as over/under, in front/behind, on top/
beneath, inside/outside.
Action songs, rhymes and activities supporting children learn about
their feelings and emotions.
develop a range of movements in order to express themselves.

be confident in controlling their bodies and learn their limits.
learn strategies for active exploration, thinking and reasoning.
play is valued as meaningful learning and the importance of
spontaneous play is recognised.

develop flexibility and coordination including hand–eye coordination
Develop body awareness.
Crossing the midline

keeping themselves and others safe from harm
keeping themselves healthy and caring for themselves

managing themselves and expressing their feelings and needs

Capacity for tolerating and enjoying a moderate degree of change,
surprise, uncertainty and puzzlement
Capacity for self regulation and resilience in the face of challenges

Understanding of their bodies and how they function and how to keep
themselves healthy
A sense of personal worth and cultural identity and the ability to make
choices, focus attention, maintain concentration and be involved
An awareness of hauora and healthy lifestyles.
Knowledge about how to keep themselves safe from harm and the
ability to take risks

children in the all-fours position are instructed
to: Lift the right arm so that it is pointing out
straight in front. This position can be
maintained for the count of 5. Ask the children
to do the same with the left arm, the right
leg, and then the left leg.

develop flexibility and coordination
including hand–eye coordination.

Soft Mat .

Two children sit on the floor opposite each other
with legs stretched out in front of them. hands are
joined and children can pretend to row a boat. sing
row row row your boat Placing the ‘captains
hat’ (a bean-bag) on their heads, they pretend
to row a boat backwards/ forwards but must
not lose their hat.

Develop Body awareness.

Beanbags / books.
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Balance beanbags on different body
parts while trying to walk. Try
walking while balancing a beanbag on
head, shoulder, elbow, etc.

Develops Body awareness.

beanbags .

Blow bubbles and catch on different body
parts (arm, feet, knee, head etc).

Develops Body awareness.

Bubbles.
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TOSS SCARF ( CLOUD) IN THE AIR. MAKE A
LANDING PAD WITH HANDS TO CATCH THE CLOUD
AS IT DRIFTS DOWN . Change body part ,CATCH
ON HEAD , KNEE , ARMS.

develop flexibility and coordination
including hand–eye coordination .

Scarves.

Each child gets given a clean paint brush .
Show the children the areas of the house
they are allowed to paint. Place bucket of
water near the children and let them use
their imaginations when painting that
area .
develop flexibility and coordination including
hand–eye coordination.

Bucket of water , paint brush , chalk.
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Have children lay out mats and pretend they are in
yoga class. Get them to do different movements ,
stand on one leg, downward dog , seal . Make
up movements if you need to . Can play soft
music in the background.
develop flexibility and coordination
including hand–eye coordination.

Mats , Music Player.

Set up an obstacle course with small objects that children
can jump over such as balls or toys. Draw arrows with
chalk or masking tape so children know which way to
travel. Ask children to move their way around the
obstacle course. Option: Play music – when music
starts, children make their way around the course.
When the music stops, children stop.

develop flexibility and coordination
including hand–eye coordination.

Anything you have in your centre.
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Standing on their feet get children to lower their
heads and bend down to look between their legs. Get
them to wave to a friend while looking through
their legs, get them to walk around backwards
looking between their legs. Throw a beanbag etc.

Crossing the midline .

beanbags, hoops.

Encourage children to straighten their arms as if they
are being an aeroplane, practice heel toe walking
(one foot after the other) slowly around the
room. To make harder put out some string/rope
or draw a chalk line that children can practice
along.

Crossing the midline.

Chalk, Beanbags.
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aware of body in space.
develop movement to interpret the world they live in.
Sense of belonging through movement and engagement with others.

Taking part in caring for this place.
Making connections between people, places and things in their world.
Understanding how things work here and adapting to change.
Showing respect for kaupapa, rules and the rights of others.

Knowledge about features of the local area, such as a river or
mountain (this may include their spiritual significance).
Predictability and consistency in their behaviour towards and
responding to others.
Understanding of the kaupapa of the ECE setting and the need to be fair.
Interest and pleasure in learning about the wider unfamiliar world.

USE A Cardboard BOX ( BUCKET) AS A POND
AND A BEANBAG FOR THE FROG. HAVE
CHILDREN LINED UP 1 MeTRE AWAY. GET
CHILDREN TO THROW Their FROGS INTO THE
POND .HAVE CHILDREN MOVE FUTHER AWAY
FROM POND.

aware of body in space.

BUCKET, CAERBOARD BOX , BEANBAG.

The children stand still in a space. They begin by
rolling their shoulders backwards, then
rotating one arm then the other in a big circle,
then both arms together. Repeat but use
Rolling movements ‘forwards’. Move arms in
alternate patterns e.g. like ‘front crawl ,
swimming/ breaststroke.
develop movement to interpret the world they
live in .

N/A.
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the children assume the all-fours
position and using only their head
push the ball along a designated
length to the finishing post.

aware of body in space.

ball, cones.

Inch worm – walk hands and feet on floor
with an arched back .
Crab kicks – crab position , on back walking .
Bunny hops – crouch down and spring up.
Kangaroo – jump two feet together .
Crocodile – on tummy and commando crawl .
Bear – crawl on all-fours.

develop movement to interpret the world
they live in .

Cones .
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While music is playing (Country and
Western if you have any) ask children
to gallop around an area pretending
they are horses. When the music stops
they have to freeze.

aware of body in space.

Music player.

Spread out lots of hula hoops on the floor and
ask each child to stand inside one. Children bend
down to pick up the hula hoop and they gradually
stand up ( like a flower growing) holding the
hoop. When they reach full height they drop the
hoop over themselves to the floor.

develop movement to interpret the world they
live in .

Hula hoops.
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Use salad tongs to pick up Bean Bags/ soft
toys off the floor. Have children reach
down to pick them up and then place them
in a box on the other side of the room.

Sense of belonging through movement
and engagement with others.

salad tongs , box.

Set up a space with scattered hot spots
laid on the ground to represent hot lava
pools. Children must leap over the pools
so their feet don’t get burnt.

Sense of belonging through movement
and engagement with others.

Hotspots.
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Put all toys from the toy box into a hoop. Give each
child a hoop . encourage the children to run and
grab a toy and take it back to their hoop.
Change locomotion—
skip , gallop, crawl etc.

develop movement to interpret the world
they live in.

Soft toys , hoops.

children pretend they are cars . Get them
running around trying not to crash
into other cars. place petrol stations
( cones) around the area. where
children can stop and fill their cars up.

aware of body in space.

Cones.
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Treating others fairly and including them in play.
Recognising and appreciating their own ability to learn.

Using a range of strategies and skills to play and learn with
others.

Treating others fairly and including them in play .
Recognising and appreciating their own ability to learn.
Using a range of strategies and skills to play and learn with others.

Respect for others, the ability to identify and accept another point of
view, and acceptance of and ease of interaction with children of other
genders, capabilities and ethnic groups.

A positive learner identity and a realistic perception of themselves as
being able to acquire new interests and capabilities.
Awareness of the strategies they use to learn new skills and generate
and refine working theories.

Awareness of their own special strengths and confidence that these are
recognised and valued.
Social skills and the ability to take responsibility for fairness in their
interactions with others.

Separate children into teams. Mark out a relay track.
Children will be running a relay but instead of
running they will be sliding like snails. The first
child slides up and back and has to high
five the next child in line. They then do the
same until the whole team has finished.

Using a range of strategies and skills to
play and learn with others.
Cones.

Ask children to tuck scarves or braids into their
waistbands. Children run around an area and try
to steal the scarves off the other players. If
they steal a scarf, they need to place it in the
bag. If their scarf is stolen, they can get
another scarf from the bag.

Using a range of strategies and skills to
play and learn with others.

Scarves , pegs.
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Place a trail of bean-bag stepping stones
out on the floor. The children have to get
from one side to the other without stepping in the ‘water’.

Recognising and appreciating their own
ability to learn.

beanbags , Lilypads/spot markers.

Lay out hoops in a line. Jump feet together into the hoop
then jump legs wide out of the hoop. Space the hoops
to avoid slipping on them. If necessary use carpet
tiles first. Start with three hoops/tiles and
increase as appropriate to develop movement
and sequencing.

Recognising and appreciating their own
ability to learn.

hula hoops.
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In a designated area, lay out sheets of newspaper
which represent islands. Children need to move
around the area hopping only on the islands
trying to avoid falling in the ocean. You can
vary the skill being used such as jumping or
leaping instead.

Treating others fairly and including them
in play.

Newspaper sheets.

Mark a dividing line between two groups of children
using masking tape or a rope. Have a basket of
‘snowballs’ set up at the side of each area. When
the signal is given to start the game, children
throw ‘snowballs’ over the line. To clean up
the area encourage the children to throw the
‘snowballs’ into baskets as a target.
Treating others fairly and including them in
play.

scrunched up newspaper, bucket , rope.
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Children move in random directions
balancing a bean bag (pancake) on
a bat or racket. Progress to flipping the
beanbag (pancake) up and catching it on
the bat/racket.

Recognising and appreciating their own
ability to learn.

Bean bag , bat or racket.

Play either inside or outside. On ‘go’
children must run to touch a specific
object of a certain colour/ texture/
material. The children then run back to
the teacher as fast as they can. Various
locomotor movements can be used.

Using a range of strategies and skills
to play and learn with others.

Various objects.
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Sitting on the ground with legs spread
out. roll a ball to your partner who
catches ball with two hands. Then roll
the ball back to your partner.

Using a range of strategies and skills to
play and learn with others.

small ball.

Bounce the balloon or throw it up as high as
possible to the music. When the music stops
try to balance the balloon on you hands.
Bounce or throw again when music
starts.
Recognising and appreciating their own
ability to learn.

Balloon or beach ball , music .
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children try to catch a make-believe’ partner. Partners
may be very quick so children will need to work
hard to catch up with them. Different ideas could
be they are walking a dog and suddenly the dog
gets off the leash. Children run as quickly as
they can to try to catch the dog.

Recognising and appreciating their own ability
to learn.

N/A.

Imaginary steering wheel. Green – walking
around, Orange – Slow down, Red – Stop ,
running on spot , Speed bump – jump,
Reverse – go backwards (walking),
Roundabout – turning in a circle.

Treating others fairly and including them in
play .

coloured paper stop signs.
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develop awareness of space, such as over/under, in front/behind, on top/
beneath, inside/outside .
Action songs, rhymes and activities supporting children learn about
their feelings and emotions.
develop a range of movements in order to express themselves.

Using gesture and movement to express themselves.
Understanding oral languages and using it for a range of purposes.
Enjoying hearing stories and retelling and creating them.
Recognising print symbols and concepts and using them with
enjoyment, meaning and purpose.
Expressing their feelings and ideas using a wide range of materials and
modes.

Skills with multiple media and tools, such as crayons, pencils, paint,
blocks, wood, musical instruments, movement and educational
technologies that can be used for expressing moods or feelings or
representing information.
Ability to be creative and expressive through a variety of activities, such
as visual arts activities, imaginative play, carpentry, storytelling, drama
and making music.
Understanding and familiarity with music, song, dance, drama and art
from a range of cultures and recognition that these media can amuse,

Artist : Children love to sing.
Dance can build your child’s focus,
concentration, memory, and pattern
recognition. It can even teach problem
solving and innovation.

develop a range of movements in
order to express themselves.

Music Player.

Artist : Children love to sing.
Pretend play with animals helps children
to work out their place in the world. They
can show understanding, empathy and
care for other creatures.

develop a range of movements in
order to express themselves.

Music Player.
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Artist : PINKfong.
Fun energetic song that allows children
to release creativity and be an outlet for
imagination and emotion.

Action songs, rhymes and activities
support children learn about their
feelings and emotions.

Music player.

Artist : Pancake manor.
Verbal language and movement are
entwined though the song , to allow easy
learning for children.

develop a range of movements in order to
express themselves.

Music player.
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Artist : Children love to sing.
Encourage youngsters to discover
what their bodies can do and how to
keep their bodies healthy.

develop a range of movements in
order to express themselves.

Music player.

Artist : Super simple.
Action song that helps children learn
about their feelings and emotions.

Action songs, rhymes and activities supporting
children learn about their
feelings and emotions.

Music player.
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Artist : Pinkfong.
Fun , energetic song , that allows children
to release creativity and be an outlet for
imagination and emotion.

develop a range of movements in order
to express themselves.

Music player.

Artist : Children love to sing.
introducing prepositions ( forwards/
backwards.) through movement .

develop awareness of space, such as over/
under, in front/behind, on top/beneath,
inside/outside .

Music player.
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Artist : Children love to sing.
Maori poi song , introducing children to
movement through maori culture. Children
can dance along or use the poi.

develop a range of movements in
order to express themselves.

Music player , poi.

Artist : kiboomers.
introducing prepositions ( under /over.
through movement and story telling.

develop awareness of space, such as over/
under, in front/behind, on top/beneath,
inside/outside.

Music player , storybook.
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be confident in controlling their bodies and learn their limits.
learn strategies for active exploration, thinking and reasoning.
play is valued as meaningful learning and the importance of
spontaneous play is recognized.

Playing, imagining, inventing and experimenting.
Moving confidently and challenging themselves physically.
Using a range of strategies for reasoning and problem solving.
Making sense of their worlds by generating and refining working theories.

An understanding that trying things out, exploring, playing with ideas
and materials and collaborating with others are important and valued
ways of learning.
Confidence in play and a repertoire of symbolic, imaginative or dramatic
play routines .
Ability to pursue an interest or a project for a sustained period of time.
Control over their bodies, including locomotor and movement skills,
agility and balance, and the ability, coordination and confidence to use
their bodies to take risks and physical challenges.
Ability and inclination to cope with uncertainty, imagine alternatives,
make decisions, choose materials and devise their own problems.

With plenty of space in between, place one hoop
per child on the floor or draw a variety of
shapes on the ground. Children practice
jumping , hopping and landing in and out
of hoops / or shapes.

learn strategies for active exploration,
thinking and reasoning.

Hoops, chalk/ tape to draw shapes.

Scatter cushions (lilypads) around the
area. Children to Squat like a frog and
leap frog over the cushions moving
around the area. Have children jump in
and out of the pond (sheet on floor).

be confident in controlling their bodies
and learn their limits.

Cushions, sheet.
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Cones are placed on the ground around
the room or outside . children are then
given a large hoop which they have to
throw to get over the cone.

learn strategies for active exploration,
thinking and reasoning.

hoops , cones.

Hide soft toys around the Centre . Get
children to make binoculars from paper
towel rolls . Then get children to go on
safari hunt to find the animals using their
binoculars.
play is valued as meaningful learning and
the importance of spontaneous play is
recognised.

Paper rolls , masking tape , string.
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Have kids use a medium sized ball to
kick down different objects such as
empty bottles or rolls of paper towels.
Set empty bottles up in a triangle
shape.

be confident in controlling their bodies
and learn their limits.
Ball , bottles , rolls.

Using sponges, provide a tub of water for endless
soaking, and have your kids throw their sponges
on a wall or on a cement surface to make
designs. Create drawings with chalk. that
children can aim the sponge towards.

play is valued as meaningful learning and
the importance of spontaneous play is
recognised.

BUCKETS , SPONGES.
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Have children running around in a
square holding a small ball, place lily
pads or hoops on the ground. When the
whistle signals, kids must place there
ball on a Lilly pad or hoop and sit on it.

be confident in controlling their bodies
and learn their limits.

small ball, Spot markers / hoops , whistle.

Have hot spots spread out in a room or
outside . Children have to throw a
beanbag towards a spot . They continue
until it lands on the spot.

play is valued as meaningful learning and
the importance of spontaneous play is
recognised.

hot spots , beanbags.
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Bubble wrap is not just for packing fragile
objects. Purchase a roll of wrap and on an
inside day, have your child jump and pop to
their heart’s content. Change
locomotion—hoping , star jumps etc.

be confident in controlling their bodies
and learn their limits.

Bubble wrap.

mark two lines with chalk or rope. The middle
is ‘the river’ the sides are the ‘banks’ .
Children need to try and jump over the river
to land safely on the bank. Gradually make
the riverbanks further apart.

learn strategies for active exploration,
thinking and reasoning.

Chalk, rope.
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Use chalk to draw five different shapes
onto posters and tape them to the wall. Make
a throw line about 2 metres back from the
target. Get children have a go throwing a
beanbag or softball from the line.

learn strategies for active exploration,
thinking and reasoning.

Beanbag , softball , chalk.

With the mats laid out in a runway, the children have
to log roll down the mat keeping their arms and
legs straight. At the end of a runway of mats
place some ‘skittles’, e.g. tall cardboard boxes/
cushions/ sponge The children log roll down
the runway and knock the skittles over.

be confident in controlling their bodies
and learn their limits.

mats , boxes , cushions.
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•
•

•

•

Masking tape
Skipping rope

•
•

A line drawn with chalk
Log

Rolled up newspaper bound
with masking tape
Tubes of cling wrap

•

Carpet square
pillows

•

Balloons

•

•

Rolled-up newspaper

•

•

•

•

•

Shortened pool
noodles
Fly swats

paper
rubber circles

•
•

Beanbags
Beach ball

Scrap material sewn in a square or
rectangle and stuffed with dried beans, dried
corn or sand inside

